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a b s t r a c t

The article presents a systematic approach to design of marine navigation channels parameters resulting
from manoeuvring and operational safety. Relations between the parameters of waterway system ele-
ments and the conditions of safe ship operation have been determined and the objective function of
waterway parameters' optimization problems has been minimized with respect to variables of con-
struction and operation costs. These costs have been functionally associated to variables of channel width
at the bottom and fairway depth. The method of fairway's width computation at specified safe depth at
the preliminary and detailed stages of waterway design has been proposed. The results of this method
application have been illustrated with two examples: 1. The modernization of Szczecin-�Swinouj�scie
fairway aimed at accepting vessels of 60,000 DWT capacity. 2. Construction of an approach channel
leading to a newly built container terminal in �Swinouj�scie harbour (Poland), handling ocean-going
container ships of 20,000 TEU capacity.
© 2019 Society of Naval Architects of Korea. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access

article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Systematic approach to fairway design and optimization

The fairway is a section of a marine waterway, or specifically
harbour approach channel, designed for safe navigation of vessels
in one or two-way traffic. Fairways are divided into straight sec-
tions and bends. Each fairway section has restrictions for vessels
intending to pass through. These restrictions, called the conditions
of safe operation of ships on the fairway, refer to:

� parameters of “maximum ships” using the fairway;
� allowable hydrometeorological conditions in which vessels can
navigate on the fairway;

� traffic intensity parameters and fairway capacity, dependent on
the entire system of waterways;

� manoeuvring conditions (manoeuvring tactics, tug assistance,
etc.).

Each section of the fairway in the systematic approach is
composed of two elements [Gucma 2015]:

� area subsystem;
� navigation subsystem.

Parameters of these elements are a function of the conditions of
safe operation of ships manoeuvring therein:
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where:

t� identifier of traffic in the fairway;
Wt

i� conditions of safe operation of ships in the i-th section of
the fairway;
At
i � subsystem of the area of i-th fairway section;

Nt
ni� navigation subsystem of i-th fairway section using n

navigational methods (systems).

Conditions for the safe operation of ships on the fairway are
described by a set of safe operation conditions for a “maximum
ship” in i-th section of the examined fairway (1). These conditions
are different for one-way and two-way traffic:

� one-way traffic (t¼ 1):
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� two-way traffic (t¼ 2):
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where:

ts� type of “maximum ship”;
Lc� length overall of “maximum ship”;
B� breadth of “maximum ship”;
T� draft of “maximum ship”;
H� air draft of “maximum ship”;
Vi� allowable speed of the “maximum ship” in i-th fairway
section;
Ci� tug assistance in i-th section of the fairway if required
(required number and bollard pull of tugs);
Hi� set of hydrometeorological conditions acceptable for a
“maximum ship” in i-th waterway section;
in, out� applies to different directions of vessel traffic.

Hi ¼ ½tr ; Dhi; Vwi; jwi; Vci; jci; hsi; jsi� (4)
where:

tr� allowable time and visibility (for example during daylight or
no restrictions);
Dhi� allowable drop of water level in i-th section;
Vwi� allowable wind speed in i-th section;
jwi� restrictions to the direction of wind in i-th section (if any);
Vci� allowable current speed in i-th section;
jci� restrictions to the direction of current in i-th section (if
any);
hsi� allowable wave height in i-th section;
jsi� restrictions to the direction of wave in i-th section (if any).

The subsystem of the area (fairway) is described by the
following set of parameters:

Ai ¼

2
66664
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where:

ti� type of i-th section of the waterway;
li� length of i-th section of the waterway;
Di�width of the available navigable area of i-th waterway
section;
hi�minimum depth of i-th section of the waterway.

In terms of fairway shape, two types are distinguished:

� straight section,
� bend.

From the viewpoint of vessel traffic, fairways are divided into
one-way and two-way fairways. It should be noted that within a
specific section the traffic can be one-way or two-way depending
on the parameters of the passing ships.

The subsystem for positioning (navigational system) is
described by the following set of parameters:

Nni ¼

2
666664

pni
mni
nni
wni

3
777775

(6)

where:

pni� accuracy of n-th navigational system in i-th section of the
waterway (directional error perpendicular to the fairway centre
line at a specific level of confidence);
mni� availability of n-th navigational system in i-th section of
the waterway (dependent on the day/night time, visibility and
operational issues);
nni� continuity of n-th navigational system in i-th section of the
waterway (ability to perform its required functions under stated
conditions for a specified time, measured by a probability that a
user will be able to determine position with specified accuracy
and to monitor the integrity);
wni� integrity of n-th navigational system in i-th section of the
waterway (ability to provide users with warnings within a
specified time when the system should not be used for navi-
gation, correctness of integrity indications is measured by an
integrity risk [IMO, 2001]).

Positioning systems on the waterways can be divided into:

� terrestrial (using methods of terrestrial or radar navigation);
� satellite (using methods of satellite navigation and electronic
chart technologies).

They should be designed for the following three conditions of
visibility:

� by day (good visibility - enabling visual navigation),
� by night (visibility enabling visual navigation),
� restricted visibility.

For all conditions of visibility, the systems need to be redundant
because discontinuity or technical failure of one of the navigation
systems creates a risk of navigational accident.

Parameters of waterway system elements (fairway) are a func-
tion of designed (planned) conditions of safe ship operation in the
fairway. As there are some differences in defining optimization
problems (objective function) and in methods of their solutions for
distinct types of fairways, two optimization methods will be
distinguished, each for a different fairway type:

� method for uniform fairway (either one-way or two-way
fairway)

� method for fairways composed of one-way and two-way
sections.

The objective function in waterway parameter optimization
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problems is minimized with respect to variables of construction
and operation costs. For fairways these costs are a function of
fairway channel width at the bottom and fairway depth. Therefore,
the objective function can be written as:

Z¼AþN¼ f
�
Dj; h

�
/min (7)

For fairways with a constant depth the objective function can be
written as:

Z¼ f
�
Dj
�
/min (8)

with constraints dependent on the type of fairway traffic:

� one-way fairway:

Dj � djð1�aÞ þ 2dr

pðx; yÞb2D h � T þ D

9>>=
>>;

(9)

� two-way fairway:

Dj � dinjð1�aÞ þ doutjð1�aÞ þ dinr þ doutr þ dsr

pðx; yÞb2D h � T þ D

9>>=
>>;

(10)

where:

Z� cost of the construction (reconstruction) of waterway
(fairway) system;
A� cost of the construction (reconstruction) of the fairway (area
subsystem);
N� cost of the construction of navigation systems (navigation
subsystem);
Dj � navigable width of the fairway at the bottom at the j-th
point of the fairway centre line (condition of safe depth at the
instant time t is satisfied) [m];
djð1�aÞ � safe fairway width at bottom of a “maximum ship”
manoeuvring in assumed navigational conditions in j-th point of
fairway centre line, determined at the confidence level 1ea [m];
dr � margin of ship's manoeuvring areas allowing for the bank
effect [m];
dsr � separation zone allowing for the ship suction effect [m];
h� depth of the fairway at instant t;
T� ship's maximum draft;
D� under keel clearance.

The objective function in optimization problems related to pa-
rameters of a fairway composed of one-way and two-way sections
is minimized with respect to fairway construction (reconstruction)
and operational costs (fairway as a system of marine waterways),
taking into account costs of delays of ships belonging to different
size groups for projected traffic intensities [Alises 2014]. This
objective function can be written as follows:

Zr ¼ðAr þ Nr þ KsÞ/min (11)

with the constraints (9), (10) similar to those for uniform fairways,
where:

Zr� annual construction costs of waterway (fairway) system
and annual costs of ship delays;
Ar e annual depreciation of the fairway (construction costs
divided by 50 years of depreciation period);

Nr e annual depreciation of non-autonomous navigation sys-
tems (construction costs of these systems divided by 15 years of
depreciation period);
Ks e annual delay costs for ships using the designed fairway.

The adopted depreciation periods result from the fact that wa-
terways are usually designed for 50 years of service life, while the
average service life of ships is 15 years. In the 50-year operation
period waterways are upgraded several times, which is primarily
associated with the introduction of more advanced navigation
systems, therefore shorter periods of navigation systems depreci-
ation can be assumed.

Annual costs of the delays of ships using a specific variant of
fairway construction are calculated as:

Ks ¼
Xn

l¼1

ll,tl,kl (12)

where:

ll e projected number of ships in l-th group using the designed
waterway within one year;
tl e mean time of delay of l-th group ship;
kl e unit costs of delay of l-th group ship.

Input variables to (12) are determined via computer simulation
of vessel traffic flow as result of the following actions:

1. Division of ships into n groups - by size (capacity) and type.
2. 10-year projection (by Monte Carlo method) of vessel traffic

flow by size and type groups.
3. Computer simulation of projected traffic flows on the designed

waterway, which allows to specify:
� probability of ship queuing in specific size groups;
� mean ship delay times in each group by size and type.

Comparing all realistic waterway construction variants [Kim
2010], the optimal variant is chosen, i.e. one which construction
costs and costs associated with delay of ships are the lowest.

The optimization of sea waterway systems is further performed
by methods of determining safe fairway bottom widths using
probabilistic models [Gucma, Zalewski 2012]. In the probabilistic
model the width of a safe manoeuvring area is a random variable.
The description of this parameter is generally based on normal
distribution that shows high compliance with reality.

Empirical methods are used to determine safe widths of fair-
ways at the concept design as well as detailed design stages. There
is a number of empirical deterministic or deterministic-
probabilistic methods used for calculating safe widths of fairways.
The methods most commonly used are:

� PIANC [PIANC 2014]
� Spanish [Puertos del Estado 2007; Diab et al., 2017]
� Japanese [Ohtsu et al., 2006]
� USACE [USACE 2006, 2008]
� Canadian [Canadian Coast Guard 2015]

The accuracy of these methods is sufficient for the concept
design phase. However, for the detailed design some of them are
adequate only in a limited scope. To overcome this problem a novel
empirical method of calculating safe widths of fairways has been
prepared in Poland, as elaborated further in the paper. This
empirical method, named further as the Polish one, precisely ac-
counts for the ship position accuracy in any type of fairway for
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complex navigation systems and ensures more reliable results than
the other methods.

The examination of the accuracy of empirical calculations
compared to the computer real time simulation method (RTS)
carried out for a bulk carrier (Lc¼ 260m; B¼ 32.3m; T¼ 11.0m)
and a cruise ship (Lc¼ 260m; B¼ 33.0m; T¼ 9.0m) in the
�Swinouj�scie-Szczecin fairway has shown as follows:

1. In rectilinear fairway sections PIANC, Polish and Spanish
methods show statistically insignificant differences in relation
to the simulation method.

2. In open bends of the fairway (dredged) with a radius of arc over
2 km the Polish method shows a statistically insignificant dif-
ference for both types of vessels while the PIANC method only
for bulk carriers.

3. In fairway bends bounded by shores that in pilots' opinion are
more difficult to pass, with an arc radius of more than 2 km, only
the Polish method has statistically insignificant differences in
relation to the simulation method.

An analysis of research results [Gucma 2015] and Polish expe-
rience in designing fairways and defining conditions for their safe
operation has led to the recommendation of the following
methods:

1. Concept design (regardless of fairway type):
� empirical method.

2. Detailed design:
� straight sections of the fairway:
� empirical method,

� bends in the fairway:
� real time (RTS) or fast time (FTS) computer simulation

methods.

In this connection, further in the article two methods will be
discussed: empirical for preliminary (concept) and detailed design
of fairway's straight sections, simulation for the detailed design of
all other fairway's sections.

2. Empirical method for determination of fairway design
parameters

The elaborated method defines the manoeuvring component of
safe manoeuvring area width dm deterministically, while the
navigational component of the manoeuvring area width of proba-
bilistic nature is estimated at a certain level of confidence dnð1�aÞ.

Navigation will be safe along a straight one-way section of the
fairway provided that the following relation is fulfilled:

Dj � dð1�aÞ þdpr þdlr ¼

¼ dmþ2dnð1�aÞ þdpr þ dlr (13)

where:

Dj - width at bottom in j-th point of fairway centre line for safe
depth [m]:
dð1�aÞ - width of safe manoeuvring area at specific level of
confidence ð1�aÞ [m];
dm - deterministic manoeuvring component of swept path
width [m];
dnð1�aÞ - probabilistic navigational component of swept path
width [m];

dlr - additional width for bank clearance on port (left-hand) side
[m];
dpr - additional width for bank clearance on starboard (right-
hand) side [m];

It is assumed in (13) for a straight one-way section of the fairway
that navigational components of the safe manoeuvring area to the
port and starboard side are equal (Fig. 1):

dnð1�aÞ ¼dpnð1�aÞ ¼dlnð1�aÞ (14)

where:

dpnð1�aÞ dlnð1�aÞ-navigation components (right and left) of safe
manoeuvring area width at confidence level ð1�aÞ [m].Where
the additional widths of manoeuvring area on the right and left
side are also equal (for similar slopes of the channel):

dpr ¼ dlr ¼ dr (15)

then the condition of navigation safety can be written as follows:

D�dm þ2dnð1�aÞ þ 2dr (16)

where:

dr - additional width of manoeuvring area depending on the type of
the fairway (its channel slope).

In a one-way traffic bend the width of a safe manoeuvring area at
the confidence level (1ea) is determined by the relationship
derived from (16):

dzð1�aÞ ¼dmz þ2dnð1�aÞ þ 2dr (17)

where the manoeuvring component of the manoeuvring area
width is, respectively:

Fig. 1. A safe manoeuvring area width at the specific level of confidence (1ea) (one-
way straight fairway section).
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dmz ¼dm þ Dd (18)

where:

dz(1-a) e safe manoeuvring area width for a bend at the confi-
dence level (1ea);
dmz e manoeuvring component of the safe manoeuvring area
width;
dm e manoeuvring component of safe manoeuvring area width
in a straight section;
Dd e extension of the vessel's swept path in a bend.

The condition for safe navigation in a straight fairway section for
two-way traffic is the fulfilment of the following relationship:

Dj �dinjð1�aÞ þ doutjð1�aÞ þdinr þdoutr þ dsr (19)

where:

dinjð1�aÞe width of the safe manoeuvring area of an in-going
vessel at a specific level of confidence (1ea) for j-th point of
the fairway centre line [m];
doutjð1�aÞe width of the safe manoeuvring area of an out-going
vessel at a specific level of confidence (1ea) for j-th point of
the fairway centre line [m];
dsre additional width for separation zone accounting for the
suction effect [m].

Widths of safe manoeuvring areas are defined like for one-way
traffic:

dinð1�aÞ ¼dinm þ 2dinn ð1� aÞ (20)

dout ð1�aÞ ¼doutm þ 2doutn ð1� aÞ (21)

Accordingly, the safe manoeuvring area width for two-way
fairway must comply with the following condition (Fig. 2):

D � dinð1�aÞ þ dout ð1�aÞ þ dinr þ doutr þ dsr ¼
¼ dinm þ doutm þ 2dinnð1�aÞ þ 2doutnð1�aÞ þ dinr þ doutr þ dsr

(22)

The separation zone allowing for the ship suction effect is
determined depending on the larger ship's breadth B and its speed
[PIANC 2014].

In a fairway bend for two-way traffic the widths of safe
manoeuvring areas at a specific confidence level (1ea) are deter-
mined similarly, using the relationships derived from (17), (20), and
(21):

dinzð1�aÞ ¼dinmz þ 2dinnð1�aÞ (23)

dinzð1�aÞ ¼doutmz þ 2doutnð1�aÞ (24)

The manoeuvring components of the safe manoeuvring area
widths in a two-way traffic bend, similarly to (18), are:

dinmz ¼dinm þ Ddin (25)

doutmz ¼doutm þ Ddout (26)

2.1. The manoeuvring component of a safe manoeuvring area width

To determine the manoeuvring component dm of manoeuvring
area width in a straight fairway section the Polish method uses a
modified deterministic PIANC method [PIANC 2014]. The
manoeuvring component for ships manoeuvring by themselves is
calculated by this relationship:

dm ¼dmp þ
X7

i¼1

di (27)

where:

dmp - basic manoeuvring width of the swept path [m],
Di - additional allowances of swept path width for:

i¼ 1, ship's speed;
i¼ 2, prevailing cross wind;
i¼ 3, prevailing cross current;
i¼ 4, prevailing longitudinal current;
i¼ 5, height and length of significant wave;

Fig. 2. A safe manoeuvring area width at the specific level of confidence (two-way
fairway).
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i¼ 6, nature of the bottom;
i¼ 7, depth to draft ratio;

and for ships assisted by tugs:

dm ¼ dmp þ
X6

i¼1

di (28)

The basic manoeuvring width of the swept path is determined
for the characteristic ship depending on its breadth B and
manoeuvrability:

� dmp¼ 1.3 B - very good manoeuvrability;
� dmp¼ 1.5 B - good manoeuvrability;
� dmp¼ 1.8 B - poor manoeuvrability.

The manoeuvring component of the safe manoeuvring area
width in a bend is a sum of the manoeuvring component deter-
mined similarly to the method for a straight section and additional
widening of the swept path (18), (25), (26). The Polishmethod takes
into account the widening of swept path Dd along a bend in cases
when the planned radius R< 10Lc by the relationship equivalent to
[PIANC 2014]:

D d¼3:455 DjV2L2c f
RkzS

(29)

where:

Dj e angle of turn (course alteration) in the bend [�];
Ve ship's speed [m/s];
f e coefficient taking the value 1 for one-way traffic, 2 for two-
way traffic;
R e radius of bend arc [m];
S e minimum required visibility from the ship's bridge
�2446m;
kze shipmanoeuvrability ratio (1 - poor, 2 - good, 3 - very good).

The fairway is widened to the required value in the approach
zone of the bend called the transition section. The length of the
transition section should not be less than the larger of two values:
10�Dd or Lc.

2.2. The navigational component of safe manoeuvring area width

In pilot navigation the determination of the ship's position in
the fairway comes down to the fix of the entire ship's waterplane in
relation to the safe depth contour, shoreline or the fairway centre
line. While fixing the position of the ship (its waterplane), the
navigator establishes the position of its characteristic points in
relation to the safe depth contour, the shoreline or fairway centre
line. The characteristic points of the ship's waterline contour are
defined differently for fairway's straight sections and bends. In the
straight sections the position of ship's side is determined in relation
to the safe depth contour or shoreline, and its characteristic points
are the points marking the bow and stern sections of the hull (ends
of so called cylindrical section). In fairway bends, the bow and stern
positions are determined in relation to safe depth contours,
coastlines or fairway centre line. The accuracy of characteristic
points determination by indirect method used by navigator can be
estimated as follows:

1. Determine the accuracy of ship's (observer's) position.
2. Determine the accuracy of the position of characteristic point

relative to the observer's position (relative position).

3. Determine the absolute errors of characteristic points as a
geometric sum or root mean square (RMS) of two component
errors (errors of observer's position and relative position).

This methodology can be used with the following assumptions:

e errors of the two estimations are independent,
e errors of the two estimationsmay be described by the normal

distribution.

The navigational component in a straight fairway section is the
directional error of the ship's side position to the port or starboard
(perpendicular to the fairway centre line) determined at a specific
level of confidence. This component is determined on the basis of
characteristic points specified with less accuracy, i.e. points esti-
mated fore if the navigational bridge (position reference point) is
aft and points aft where the bridge is located fore. In case of navi-
gational bridge located in aft part of the ship:

dnð1�aÞ ¼pyBð1�aÞ ¼±

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

pyð1�aÞ2 þ
 
mB

jð1�aÞLD
57:3

!2
vuut (30)

where:

pyBð1�aÞ e directional error of ship's side position at a confidence
level (1ea) [m];
pyð1�aÞ e directional error of ship's position determination
(observer's position) at the confidence level (1ea) [m];
mB

jð1�aÞ e error of determining and keeping ship's course on a
straight fairway section at the confidence level (1ea) [�];
LD e distance from ship's bow to the bridge [m].

For the “maximum ship” the following assumptions weremade:

� mB
jð0:95Þ ¼ ±1o for Electronic Chart Display & Information Sys-

tem (ECDIS) or Pilot Navigation System (PNS);
� mB

jð0:95Þ ¼ ±2o for optical and radar methods of position
determination;

� LD ¼ 0:75 Lc for superstructure with navigational bridge aft.

The navigational component in the bend for a selected system of
position determination is the directional error of ship's bow posi-
tion determined at a specific confidence level. It is the directional
error perpendicular to the centre line of the fairway, equal to:

dnð1�aÞ ¼pyDð1�aÞ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

pyð1�aÞ2 þ
 
mD

jð1�aÞLD
57:3

!2
vuut (31)

where:

pyDð1�aÞ e directional error of ship's bow at the confidence level
(1ea) [m];
mD

jð1�aÞ e error of the determination of ship's course in a bend,
confidence level (1ea) [�].
For a “maximum ship”with the superstructure aft, it is assumed
that:

� mD
jð0:95Þ ¼ ±2o for ECDIS or PNS;

� mD
jð0:95Þ ¼ ±4o for optical and radar methods of position

determination.

In the case of position determination using floating buoys, the
error of the float position relative to its anchor position should be
allowed for; this error depends on the anchor chain length and the
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depth of buoy mooring. The directional error of buoy deviation
perpendicular to the centre line at 0.95 confidence level is calcu-
lated depending on the wave height hs:

pyð0:95Þ ¼ khs (32)

where the factor k assumes the value:

� sheltered area k¼ 0.5;
� area partly sheltered k¼ 0.7;
� exposed area k¼ 1.1.

2.3. Algorithm of the empirical method

The flow chart of the algorithm for the optimization of fairway
design parameters, where a fairway consists of straight sections
and bends, is shown in Fig. 3.

Calculation of the manoeuvring component of fairway width
(dm), margins (dri) and the navigational component (dn) is made
independently, but using the common digital data base [Zalewski
2012]. The discontinuities of indexed parameters and

relationships defining the navigational component dn are elimi-
nated by using the splines. An example of this is the formula for the
navigational component of the ship's manoeuvring area width
while the position is fixed by estimating distances in the central
beacon system of a straight fairway section in good visibility by day.
The directional error of position is determined by the relationship:

pyð0:95Þ¼

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

5;
6;
10;
20;
30;

x ¼ 100
x ¼ 200
x ¼ 500
x ¼ 1000
x ¼ 1852

2
6666664
m

3
7777775

(33)

where:

x - half the spacing between beacons.

Such discontinuous functions are approximated by cubic
continuous splines. In general, i-th spline can be approximated by
the following polynomial of third degree:

siðxÞ¼ ai þ biðx� xiÞþ ciðx� xiÞ2 þ diðx� xiÞ3 (34)

For n given points there exist n�1 intervals and hence, there are
4(n�1) unknowns to solve in order to find all of the ai, bi, ci, di
coefficients of such a function. But one of such function conditions
requires that it runs through the starting and end point (node) of
each interval. This condition may be formulated using 2(n�1)
equations:

siðxiÞ ¼ ai
siðxiþ1Þ ¼ ai þ biðxiþ1 � xiÞþ
þciðxiþ1 � xiÞ2 þ diðxiþ1 � xiÞ3

(35)

To obtain the required smoothness of the function, further
criteria require that its first and second derivatives should maintain
continuity at each of the points forming internal intervals, which
produces 2(n-2) equations:

s
0
iðxiþ1Þ¼ s

0
iþ1ðxiþ1Þ0bi þ2ciðxiþ1 � xiÞþ3diðxiþ1 � xiÞ2 ¼ biþ1

(36)

s
00
i ðxiþ1Þ¼ s

00
iþ1ðxiþ1Þ02ci þ6diðxiþ1 � xiÞ¼2ciþ1 (37)

Together we get 4n�6 equations. Two additional equations are
determined assuming the boundary conditions of the interpolating
Hermite's polynomial for the first and last intervals (established
values of the first and last derivatives) or to put it differently, in-
clinations of the curves in the starting and end points of approxi-
mation. In practice, the continuity condition of the second
derivative in the points forming internal intervals can be replaced
by the condition that the curve inclination andmonotonicity of si(x)
are known.

As a result of the approximation by the cubic spline curve (34)
will take the form of a third-degree polynomial defined on intervals
i:

siðxÞ¼ ci;3x
3 þ ci;2x

2 þ ci;1xþ ci;0 (38)

After the determination of the coefficients the polynomial (38)
approximating (33) is shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 3. The flow chart of the algorithm for determining the safe fairway width by the
Polish method.
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3. Computer simulation methods used for the detailed
determination of fairway parameters

Designing and optimising marine waterway system parameters
using methods of computer simulation consists of the determina-
tion of the fairway width, its shape and parameters of aids to
navigation that would meet the criteria of navigation safety.
Computer simulation methods for specifying marine waterway
system parameters are based on the methodology of mathematical
modelling research conducted on various shiphandling simulators.
A distinct feature of such research are multiple tests aimed at
getting reliable results describing states of the tested model.

Currently, simulators of diverse types have found widespread
applications in ship's personnel training. Many educational in-
stitutions use them. Easy access to shiphandling simulators has led
to the simulations based on model identification coming from
simulation only. Without a deep theoretical and practical knowl-
edge of the principles of running model tests' results will be false,
even if tests are carried out on full mission bridge simulators
meeting training certification criteria. It is risky to the extent that
the use of such results in practice may lead to the violation of
navigation safety criteria or economic criteria (over dimensioning
of a waterway system).

Currently two methods of computer simulation are used at the
detailed waterway design and optimization stage:

1. The simulation method of vessel's motion in real time (RTS -
Real Time Simulation), using non-autonomous models (Fig. 5).

2. The simulation method of vessel's motion in fast time (FTS - Fast
Time Simulation), using autonomous models (Fig. 6).

In simulated non-autonomous models, the human operator
(navigator) controls the ship's motion while the ship's motion in
simulated autonomous models is controlled by a mathematical
model of the navigator. Advantages and limitations of both
methods and their usage domains are shown in Table 1. Simulation
methods of ship's motion in real time (non-autonomous models)
are used in the detailed design of all types of waterways. These are
reliable methods using the human and his/her actual qualifications.
They make use of distinct types of simulators, whose application
depends on the type of the waterway and the prevailing naviga-
tional conditions. These methods require specific procedures and
experience of the designer, otherwise the obtained results may be
wrong.

Simulation of ship's motion in fast time (autonomous models)

use a mathematical model of the human being� the navigator.
Currently, FTS methods are only used for the dimensioning of
straight fairways and bends with small turn angles. To use the FTS
method, the designer should have extensive experience and shi-
phandling knowledge, and the method accuracy is comparable to
the empirical method presented in section 2.

The simulation tests procedure applied in designing marine
waterways is composed of the following steps:

� problem formulation, including the indication of design objec-
tive, simulation methods and types of simulators to be used;

� construction or choice of vessel movement models on the
selected simulator and their verification;

Fig. 4. Example of directional error of ship position fix by estimating the distances to
central beacons approximated by the cubic spline function.

Fig. 5. Non-autonomous simulation of ship movement in restricted areas.

Fig. 6. Autonomous simulation of ship movement in restricted areas.
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� design of the experimental system and performance of the
experiment;

� development and statistical analysis of test results.

The formulation of research problem of a simulation experiment
in the process of waterway design comes down to:

� determination of research objective;
� determination of the level of confidence or acceptable risk for
safe manoeuvring area;

� choice of a simulation method;
� choice of the type of a shiphandling simulator.

Each shiphandling simulator can be used for modelling various
ships and testing areas. The tested vessels are characterized by own
parameters and hydrodynamic models. At the detailed design
stage, parameters of the examined area are adopted as the result of
the concept design. A simulation model of the test area is built
based on these parameters and the area's photometric documen-
tation (visualization of the test area). Modern simulators are full
mission (FMBS) or part-task, single-bridge or multiple bridge de-
vices (Fig. 7), where each bridge is a manoeuvring simulator of a
different type of ship, where the ships operatewithin the same area
and may co-operate with each other (e.g. tug assistance).

The contemporary shiphandling simulators may vary in terms of
external environment display. Currently, three types of display are
in use:

1) A 3D projection from the bridge, shown on several monitors
(with vision angle up to 360�), used in Full Mission Bridge
Simulators (Fig. 7);

2) A panoramic view in the form of 2D projection plan, similar or
identical to the display of an electronic chart (Fig. 8);

3) Radar display.

Comparing each of the display type we can summarize the ap-
plications of simulators for waterway designing using non-
autonomous models of ships:

1. Simulators with panoramic 3D projection (FMBS) - unlimited
use for all types of waterways.

2. Simulators with plan projection and display overlaid on an
electronic chart - limited use for simple manoeuvres, e.g. small,
not “maximum” ships, assisting tugs etc, used to determine
parameters of turning areas and port basins.

3. Simulators equipped with radar display only� used for ma-
noeuvres/navigators training in restricted visibility.

Mathematical models of ship's motion used in shiphandling
simulators, both commercially available, and non-commercial
(own, independent, restricted access), are subject to the same
principles resulting from the physics' conservation laws. The dy-
namics of a rigid body are referenced to a ship-fixed system of co-
ordinates for simplicity of the resultant equations.

The main forces affecting the ship come from:

� lift and drag (hydrodynamic) forces exerted on a ship's hull by
flowing water;

� specific hydrodynamic forces in shallow and narrow waters
(bank and shallow water effects);

� thrust of propellers and thrusters;
� lateral effect of propellers;
� lift and drag forces of rudders;

Table 1
Comparison of simulation methods used on the detailed design of marine waterways.

The method of simulation Application of the method Advantages Limitations Applicability

Real Time Simulation Non-autonomous model of ship
movement

Good results of the verification,
also for complex manoeuvres;
takes into account human's
qualifications; permits to
conduct training

time-consuming tests and
relatively expensive

suitable for different types of
waterways, vessels, various
manoeuvres and navigational
conditions

Fast Time Simulation Autonomous model of ship
movement

Rapid tests and inexpensive,
possible large numbers of tests
in a series (repeated passages)

human decision-making
algorithm limits the usage of
the method for the complex
manoeuvres; good results of
the verification only in straight
sections of the waterway and its
bends

applicable in straight sections
of the waterway
and bends

Fig. 7. FMBS with a 3D projection and physical shiphandling equipment from
Kongsberg™. Fig. 8. Simulation with a 2D projection and virtual shiphandling equipment
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� current, wind and ice;
� mooring lines and anchors;
� reaction forces of the berth and fenders and the friction between
the berth and the ship's hull;

� tugs;
� other factors, specific to the propulsion and steering machinery.

Verification of ship's motion model requires a comprehensive
comparison and the assessment of the conformity of actual and
simulated ship manoeuvres. Characteristic actual manoeuvres are
selected for this purpose, the most universal in terms of quality and
quantity of information. It is also important for the manoeuvres
(and control settings) to be similar to those planned in target
simulation tests and recorded in similar navigational conditions
(e.g. shallow water) and hydrometeorological conditions.

Verification of the complete system comes down to:

� verification of the mathematical model;
� verification of the simulated system.

The model verification is based on:

� data from actual trials;
� physical model tests;
� analytical calculations (extrapolation or interpolation using
theoretical models);

� expert opinion.

The verification of mathematical model is carried out each time
a new model is built. The verification of simulated system (ship
movement in the examined area) requires a comparison of simu-
lated and actual ship manoeuvring areas within the examined
waterway. The verification of simulated system is a single operation
for a specific simulator and the type of tested waterway.

Designing a system for simulation experiment requires the
determination of:

� a scope of simulation experiment;
� a number of simulated tests in each series;
� characteristics and qualifications of the simulated manoeuvre
performers (navigators).

The scope of simulation experiment should include manoeu-
vring in the i-th section of sea waterway done by “characteristic
ships” chosen from the set of “maximum ships” of distinct types
and assigning to these ships hydrometeorological conditions in
which the manoeuvres will be performed. An analysis of these
manoeuvres should be based on the principle that simple ma-
noeuvres (e.g. a straight fairway passage) are carried out using
methods of autonomous simulation, while complex manoeuvres
(e.g. turning, port entry, proceeding through narrows and bends in
a fairway, passing or overtaking) are carried out using methods of
non-autonomous simulation.

A simulation experiment is conducted in a specified minimum
number of simulated manoeuvres done by each “characteristic
ship”. Each series of simulated manoeuvres is performed in the
same navigational and hydrometeorological conditions.

Hydrometeorological conditions, in which “characteristic ships”
will perform series of specific manoeuvre simulation tests, are
chosen from the vector of hydrometeorological conditions accept-
able for the examined “characteristic ship”.

At least two sets of hydrometeorological conditions (two series
of simulated manoeuvres) in which the predicted safe manoeu-
vring area of the tested ship will be the largest (e.g. cross wind,

current and wave directions from aft). If any doubt arises as to the
size of ship manoeuvring areas for specific sets of hydrometeoro-
logical conditions, the number of performed series of manoeuvres
should be increased.

The minimum number of simulatedmanoeuvres in series (tests)
can be defined by one of two methods:

� by increasing the number of test measurements made until test
parameters get stabilized;

� by Stein's method used when the variance of general population
is not known.

To determine the widths of safe manoeuvring areas of water-
ways, the minimum sample size in tests using non-autonomous
models (RTS) is usually assumed as n¼ 15, while in tests based
on autonomous models (FTS) n¼ 30.

Performers of simulated manoeuvres carried out using simula-
tion non-autonomous models are selected according to the
following criteria:

� qualifications of test participantsmatch those of actual navigators
(such as pilots, captains, ferry captains, officers of the watch);

� each participant may perform just one passage (manoeuvre) in
each test. For substantial number of tests (n�15) the same
participant can make two passages in one test.

Statistical processing and analysis of simulation test results comes
down to the determination of the ship's safe manoeuvring area.

The ship can manoeuvre safely only in an area that meets the
condition of required depth. Such area is called the navigable area
and can be represented as an area D, a set of points meeting the
condition of required depth at an instant t. The ship carrying out the
manoeuvre in the navigable area occupies a specific area deter-
mined by its subsequent positions in that area. The parameters of
that area are of random nature and depend on several factors. This
area, calculated at the specific level of confidence (1ea), is referred
to as the safe manoeuvring area (d). The tested manoeuvre can be
formulated with these assumptions:

� Ships that canmanoeuvre in the examined area belong to the set
k2K. This refers to the ship size: length, breadth, draft, and
type;

� A shipmanoeuvring in the examined area can perform one of the
manoeuvres falling within a set of manoeuvres g2G. It is a set of
manoeuvre types performed in the examined area (e.g. berthing,
turning, port entry, and the number and power of tugs used, etc.);

� Tested ships can manoeuvre in the navigational conditions
falling within set with z2Z. The set includes hydrometeoro-
logical conditions (wind and current speed and direction, waves,
visibility, ice situation, level of water etc.), aids to navigation and
the status of other vessels in the area.

According to the evolved definition of safe manoeuvring area,
we can write the basic condition for the navigation safety in one
way fairway as follows (equivalent to (9)):

dkgzð1�aÞ3DðtÞ

pðx; yÞb2DðtÞ hðx; y; tÞ � Tðx; y; tÞ þ Dðx; y; tÞ
9=
;

(39)

where:

D(t)� navigable area (the condition of safe depth at instant t is
satisfied);
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dkgz(1-a) e safe manoeuvring area at the confidence level (1ea)
of kth ship performing gth manoeuvre in zth navigational
conditions.

Dimensioning of manoeuvring area covers defining horizontal
parameters for safe manoeuvring area which are of random nature
and are usually described by a normal distribution for which at any
point (x, y) at the instant (t) of the manoeuvre performed, the
condition of navigation safety must be fulfilled. The width of the
safe manoeuvring area in j-th point of the fairway for a specific
series of simulated manoeuvres (series of passages) can be
described by the following relation:

dð1�aÞ ¼
�
ylj þ cml

j

�
þ
�
ypj þ cmp

j

�
(40)

where:

dð1�aÞ �width of the safe manoeuvring area in i-th point of the
fairway at the confidence level (1ea);
ylj � arithmetic mean of themaximum distances of a ship's point
to the left of i-th point of fairway centre line;
ypj � arithmetic mean of the maximum distances of a ship's
point to the right of j-th point of fairway centre line;

ml
j;m

p
j � standard deviation of a series of tests for maximum dis-

tances of j-th fairway point;
c� coefficient dependent on the adopted level of confidence
(e.g. c¼ 2 for the confidence level 1ea¼ 0.95).

The designed safe manoeuvring area in comparison to the
existing or preliminary designed fairway is presented in Fig. 9.

The criterion (39), (40) comprises some approximations which
simplify statistical analysis of the results of simulation tests. The
main simplification is adopting the mean and variance from the
measurements as the mean and variance of the general population.
These simplifications have negligible impact on the accuracy of the
method if statistically viable number of ship's simulated passages is
recorded. Further on, to minimize numerical errors, the calculation
of statistics in (40) is done by two means of ship's data clustering
[Artyszuk et al., 2016]:

� clustering recorded ship's outmost points into parallel sections
perpendicular to fairway's width - straight fairway sections,

� clustering recorded ship's outmost points into sectors origi-
nating at the centre of fairway's curvature - fairway bends.

4. Example applications of fairway parameters' optimization

The application of fairway parameters' optimization methods is
illustrated with two examples:

1. The modernization of Szczecin-�Swinouj�scie fairway in Poland
aimed at accepting vessels of 60,000 DWT capacity.

2. Construction of an approach channel leading to a newly built
container terminal in �Swinouj�scie, handling ocean-going
container ships of 20,000 TEU capacity (approx. 200,000 DWT
capacity).

4.1. The optimization of parameters' of modernized �Swinouj�scie-
Szczecin fairway

The primary assumption of the upgrading of the fairway was its
dredging to 12.5m and widening to allow “maximum ships” to
navigate safely in one-way channel with several two-way passing
areas to minimize traffic limitations.

The modernization, i.e. deepening and widening of the navi-
gable channel was to permit the operation of vessels of deeper draft
and, consequently, longer and broader vessels (approx. Capacity of
60,000 DWT).

The �Swinouj�scie-Szczecin fairway is a sea waterway of a diverse

nature, running from Pomorska Bay through the �Swina, Mieli�nski
and Piastowski Canals, Szczecin Lagoon to the Odra River, and
Miele�nski Canal to the port of Szczecin. The fairway is nearly 68 km
long, its present depth h¼ 10.5m, and width at the bottom in
straight sections D¼ 80m.

In order to determine optimal safe widths of this fairway, both
the developed empirical method (EMP) and RTS method (SIM)
were used. The algorithm of the safe widths determination process
is shown in Fig. 10.

Straight sections and bends are distinguished, as they require
different methods of calculations. Input data for the algorithm are:

� preliminary conditions for safe operation of “maximum ships”
Wp

i ,
� preliminary navigation subsystem for each fairway section Np

i ,
� preliminary waterway (fairway) subsystem Ap

i .

Tests were made for three types of vessels intended to be
operated on the fairway. The set (W) of conditions for the safe
operation of these types of “maximum ships” in the modernized
fairway was specified as follows:

type Lc½m� B½m� T½m� V ½kn�

W ¼

2
664

cruise ship 260 33:0 9:0 12 H
container 240 32:5 11:0 12 H

bulk carrier 220 32:5 11:0 12 H

3
775

(41)

Where a set of allowable hydrometeorological conditions for the
“maximum ships” is, respectively:

and:

Vw* e acceptable increase of wind during ship fairway passage
to Vw¼ 12.5m/s.

Safe fairway widths at the confidence level of 0.95 for each
fairway section for three types of “maximum ships” described
above and manoeuvring in three different sets of hydrometeoro-
logical conditions (various jw, js) have been determined by the
Polish empirical method. Calculations were made for two passage

directions: to Szczecin and to �Swinouj�scie. The greatest safe fairway

tr Dh½m� V*
w½m=s� jw½�� Vc½kn� jc½�� hs½m� js½��

H ¼
�
day=night 2Nm 0:5 10 0� 360 1 along 0:5 0� 360

�
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widths were required by a cruise ship of length overall Lc¼ 260m.
These widths represented as di

EMP were adopted for further
research.

The results for the cruise ship transiting from �Swinouj�scie to
Szczecin for the existing navigation subsystem are presented in
Fig. 11.

Simulation tests were made for 5 bends and 2 turning areas,
including 2 series of simulated passages for each fairway element
tested in least favourable hydrometeorological conditions.

The tests were based on real time simulation and non-
autonomous models of ships, in which ship movement is
controlled by a human (pilot, captain). Simulation tests were per-
formed on a multi-bridge shiphandling Polaris simulator with 3D
projection, from Kongsberg Maritime AS.

The results of simulation in the form of safe manoeuvring areas
of a cruise ship and bulk carrier defined at the level of significance
0.95 are shown for Ma�nk�ow bend (Fig. 12). The diagram shows
preliminary 12.5m depth contours specified at the concept design
stage by the Polish empirical method and safe manoeuvring areas
determined from simulation tests for a cruise ship and bulk carrier
(swept paths 95%). The navigable area meeting the criteria of
minimum construction and operational costs and conditions for
navigation safety was specified from safe manoeuvring areas
determined by simulation tests.

An analysis of the results of simulation tests using statistical
compliance tests showed that:

1. The greatest widths of safe manoeuvring areas in all bends are
required by the cruise ship Lc¼ 260m.

2. In all tested bends the safe manoeuvring area widths deter-
mined by simulation are approx. 5% smaller than the width
specified by the empirical method.

4.2. The optimization of parameters of an approach channel leading
to the newly built container terminal in �Swinouj�scie

The basic assumptions of the container terminal construction in
�Swinouj�scie, Poland were:

� the terminal should ultimately handle 1.5 million TEU (20 ft
containers) per annum,

� it should be located east of the outer port, allowing for risk zones
associated with manoeuvring and unloading of LNG tankers
[Zalewski 2011],

� it should be capable of handling ocean-going container ships
with a capacity of up to 20,000 TEU.

Given the above assumptions, the best terminal location was
defined at the concept design. The expected size of maximum ships
to be handled at the container terminal with berthing depth of
h¼ 14.5m is that of a container ship, capacity 20,000 TEU, 200,000
DWT, Lc¼ 400m, breadth B¼ 60m, draft T¼ 13.0m. It should be
noted that a vast majority of ‘maximum ' container ships enters the
Baltic Sea with a draft less than 13.0m, due to the operating con-
ditions of this vessel type.

The parameter optimization of the designed container terminal

in �Swinouj�scie was performed in two parts [Gucma et al., 2018]:

1. The parameter optimization of the approach channel from buoy
N-2 (35.6 km of the channel) to the buoys 15e16 (2.1 km). The
channel will be modernized to assure safe operation conditions
for container ships with length overall Lc¼ 400m.

2. The parameter optimization of the designed container terminal
in Swinoujscie, consisting of:
� entrance to the port from the pair of buoys 15e16 (2.1 km)
� turning basin,
� approach to the quays,

Fig. 9. Construction of the safe manoeuvring area.
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� quays at the terminal.

For the design of parameters of an approach channel to the port

of �Swinouj�scie ensuring safe passage of container ships of
Lc¼ 400m, the following assumptions were made:

� fairway consists of two sections of one-way traffic from 2.1 km
to approximately 14 km of the channel and two-way traffic
between approximately 14 km and 35.6 km of the channel.

� for any time of day or night and for any visibility at least two
positioning systems of specified accuracy and integrity should
be available.

The optimization of approach channel parameters of the fairway

leading to �Swinouj�scie, considered as a system of waterways, was
performed in two phases:

Phase 1 - the width optimization of one-way and two-way
fairway and the parameters of their aids to navigation where the
objective function is to minimize the costs of the modernization
and the associated aids to navigation:

Z¼ðAþNÞ/min (42)

with the constraint implied by the basic condition of navigational
safety, where:

Z e cost of the construction of the waterway system;
A e cost of the construction (modernization) of the waterway;
N e construction cost of ship position determination subsystem
(navigation systems).

The final results of optimization were the defined parameters of
the fairway and its aids to navigation. Safe widths of the approach
channel for container ships of Lc¼ 400m in one-way traffic were

fixed asdt1ð1�aÞ ¼ 220m and two-way dt2ð1�aÞ ¼ 500m. The studies
were conducted using the empirical Polish method for various
navigational systems. The partial results for container ship of
Lc¼ 400m using different navigation systems are presented in
Fig. 13.

Phase 2 - optimization of the two-way section length where the
objective function is the minimisation of waterway construction
and operational costs, including costs associated with vessel delays
for specified vessel size groups for projected traffic intensities (11).

Annual costs of delays of ships for a specific variant the fairway
construction were calculated from the relationship (12) which
input data were determined by the computer simulation of vessel
traffic flows. The solution of the objective function (Fig. 14) resulted
in a division of the approach channel into the following sections:

� one-way traffic, 2.1 km ÷ 11.0 km of the fairway;
� two-way traffic 11.0 km ÷ 35.6 km of the fairway.

5. Conclusions

The optimization of sea waterways system presented in the
paper aimed at the determination of parameters of basic elements
of the system to be built (water area and navigation subsystems).
The parameters of waterway system components were a function
of the assumed conditions of safe ship operation. The objective
functionwas theminimisation of construction (modernization) and
operational costs referring to elements of waterway system (11),
(12):

Z ¼ðA1 þA2 þN1 þN2 þKSÞ/min (43)

with the constraint implied by the basic condition of navigational
safety (39), where:

Z e cost of the construction and operation of the waterway
system;
A1 e cost of the construction or modernization of the waterway;

Fig. 10. Algorithm of determination process of �Swinouj�scie-Szczecin fairway
parameters.
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A2 e cost of the waterway system operation;
N1e construction cost of ship position determination subsystem
(navigation systems);
N2 e operating cost of navigation systems;
KS e ships' operating costs associated with the passage through
the waterway (delay costs depending on number, size, and type
of ships and cargo waiting for passage, pilotage, tug assistance,
etc.).

For marine waterways with constant depth ðh ¼ constÞ, this
objective function took form:

Z ¼ f ðDiÞ/min (44)

with the constraint:

di ð1�aÞ3DiðtÞ (45)

The example of such optimization process was determination of

Fig. 11. Safe width of the Szczecin-�Swinouj�scie fairway for a cruise ship of Lc¼ 260m going from �Swinouj�scie to Szczecin with present system of aids to navigation at confidence
level 0.95.
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�Swinoujscie container terminal parameters [Gucma 2015, 2016,

2018]. The optimal solution of the �Swinouj�scie outer container port
including the approach channel from 0.0 km (entrance heads) to
2.1 km of the fairway (buoys 15e16) is shown in Fig. 15.

The objective function and its constraint were developed for
fundamental elements of water area and navigation subsystems.

They could be further elaborated into more details as part of a
future research regarding four groups of constraints: 1) environ-
mental constraints (including environmental protection), 2) fluid
mechanical constraints (like waves, ice, erosion, current), 3)
structural constraints, 4) vessel dependent constraints. As for
optimization it can also be multi-objective where objective

Fig. 12. Safe manoeuvring areas of a cruise ship and bulk carrier in Ma�nk�ow bend (41.0 km ÷ 43.0 km of the �Swinouj�scie-Szczecin fairway). Wind speed 10m/s.
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functions represent costs of engineering demands and projected
savings from higher volumes of cargo, and constraints represent
operational or natural limitations.

Finally, the applications of the presented results can be further
extended to inland waterways.
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